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LESSONS ON HOW HACKERS BREAK INTO SYSTEMS

• How do hackers get in?

• Internet-wide attacks

• Sophisticated attacks (Governments, APT)

• Vulnerabilities in hardware, firmware, OS, 

applications, crypto/random, operational 

processes

• Circumventing protections

• SSH history as a case study

• Securing IoT / embedded devices

• Biggest security problems on the Internet now

• Summary
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TATU YLÖNEN – INVENTOR OF SSH
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Audit information stored in an encrypted vault.

• Over 20 years in cybersecurity, 35 

years in software development, 

including device drivers, kernel, 

databases, security tools, SSH

• Founded SSH Communications 

Security Corp, grew it to $20m sales in 

5 years, NASDAQ OMX

• Trying to advance cybersecurity

• Still loves technology and coding

• Author NIST IR 7966 guidelines for 

SSH access management and several 

IETF standards



TYPICAL CYBERATTACK PROGRESSION
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Reconnaissance Penetrate Expand Mission objectives

Plan how to get in

Intelligence gathering

Network structure

Software & versions

People and their roles

Social engineering

Phishing

Vulnerabilities

Run malicious code

Physical access

Phished password

Password reset

Unencrypted protocol

Forge certificate

Use backdoor

Fake upgrade/patch

Patch download

MITM

Persistent access

Command & control

Steal passwords

Steal SSH keys

Escalate privileges

Piggyback SSH

Piggyback RDP

Use user’s access

Attack routers/wifi

Attack printers

ARP/spanning tree

Fake upgrades

Fake DNS, DHCP

Avoid detection

Wide covert access

Exfiltrate data

Steal trade secrets

Ransomware

Subvert encryption

Cyberwarfare

Destroy

Confuse, disrupt

Inject false evidence

Hide actions

Alter operations



CYBER KILL CHAIN (FROM LOCKHEED)
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• Reconnaissance: gather emails, 

conference info, etc.

• Weaponization: exploit/backdoor+payload

• Delivery: email, web, USB, etc.

• Exploitation: run code on victims system

• Installation: install malware

• Command & control

• Actions on objectives

• Usually first penetrate a weak spot, 

peripheral system, laptop, mobile

• Then spread by stealing credentials 

(passwords/SSH keys/authentication 

tokens)



INTERNET-WIDE ATTACKS

• Often use widely publicized vulnerabilities that haven’t yet 

been patched

• May combine multiple attack vectors

• Often just trying to spread, or to destroy, to ask for ransom, 

hacktivism

• Some may be testing in preparation for cyberwarfare

• Also used by sophisticated parties to gain initial presence

• Often use peripherals, IoT or mobile devices – cameras, 

phones, DVRs, Wifi base stations, routers, switches, printers

• We’ve all read about them during the year; I will not repeat 

them again
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GOVERNMENT-SPONSORED GROUPS

• Extremely sophisticated, well funded

• Access to intelligence data: passwords etc

• Access to MITM tools for injecting malicious code in 

innocent web traffic (sometimes)

• Possibly access to deep black backdoors in 

hardware, products, crypto, etc

• Access to best cryptographers and cryptanalysis

• Access to any required equipment for testing

• “License to kill” – can break any laws around 

computer crimes without fear
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BACKDOORS IN HARDWARE / FIRMWARE

• Network adapters, processors, etc can easily contain backdoors / logic bombs

• Magic packets, co-processors – read/write memory remotely is enough

• Hide packets from detection in switches (broadcast port), tap devices, firewalls, IDS

• Backdoors be hidden in, e.g., Intel SMM, IPMI hardware/firmware, any BIOS code

• Governments can pressure vendors with export control issues or other sanctions or 

outright laws authorizing them to force insertion of backdoor access

• Wireless control modules could be used to gain remote access, e.g., modulating ambient 

backscatter and simple receiver

• DRAM bit flipping (“rowhammer”) to practically escalate privileges (e.g. root Android and 

desktops in seconds)
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VULNERABILITIES IN OPERATING SYSTEMS

• Operating systems are complex, likely contain 0-days not disclosed by 

governments

• Worst ones are remotely exploitable by network protocols, file sharing, RCP, 

SMS, email, web, video players

• Remote exploits usually result in malware, ransomware campaigns internet-

wide

• Local privilege escalation exploits also useful tools when spreading (generally, 

I think it is reasonable to assume sophisticated attacker will succeed in local 

privilege escalation)

• Once root/administrator access obtained, can hide virtualized rootkits, 

firmware viruses, hard drive firmware viruses, read all keystrokes, inject 

commands in SSH/RDP sessions, steal keys&credentials, compromise any 

software and virualization, etc.
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VULNERABILITIES IN APPLICATIONS

• Unfortunately, vulnerabilities are found almost monthly in 

Adobe Acrobat, Adobe Flash, Microsoft Word, PowerPoint, 

and Oracle Java.

• Remotely exploited vulnerabilities in web browsers are 

common (permitting malware installation by visiting web 

page)

• Zillions of application software packages contain 

vulnerabilities

• Generally the answer is isolation: run applications on 

dedicated servers, in VMs, in containers.  Limit attack 

spread, minimize access to credentials, and restart services 

regularly
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CIRCUMVENTING PROTECTIONS

• ASLR, DEP, stack/bounds overflow detection, safer malloc (against use-after-free, 

double free), static analysis, fuzz testing, ...

• ROP, heap spraying, cache timing attacks, dynamic ROP construction, exploiting JIT 

compilers, virtual machine piggybacking, ...

• Vulnerabilities in C and C++ are there to stay and malware writers are winning

• ANSWER: rewrite external facing code using memory-safe languages (proper strings, 

no dangling pointers, automatic memory management, no way to write over bounds)
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SSH (SECURE SHELL) HISTORY

• I wrote it in 1995 (notice in crypto and network programming)

• Someone at MIT broke the crypto in a few weeks – I fixed it

• Someone found vulnerability in crypto (MITM risk), submitted fix, but fix 

contained integer overflow which resulted in even worse vulnerability

• Antti Huima broke crypto in SSH-1 again (practical factoring attack, MITM risk)

• SSH-2 fixed crypto; however mandatory Diffie-Hellman group too small (768 

bit, might now be factorable by governments with precomputation), now 

disabled by default

• Password change feature added to protocol; our implementation contained 

exploitable vulnerability (fixed in 24 hours from discovery)

• OpenSSH has had many vulnerabilities, some exploitable

• This is a piece of software that has undergone exceptional scrutiny
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MINIMUM REASONABLE IOT SECURITY

I think that one way or the other, we’ll go to a model of minimum 

acceptable security measures for Internet-connected devices (a 

rising bar)

• Every device has a unique default password (could be on 

sticker at the bottom), if passwords used for authentication

• There is a practical upgrade mechanism that actually gets 

the majority of devices to be upgraded after a vulnerability is 

found

• Passes basic security tests wrt. web interface (OWASP), 

open ports, etc

• Upgrades are adequately protected (encryption/signing, key 

management)

• Proper random number generator initialization
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LIABILITY MAY DRIVE IOT SECURITY

• Attacks and malware are part of normal 

Internet environment that any Internet-

connected device must withstand. Every 

device is attacked thousands of times every 

day.

• Lack of a reasonable minimum level of 

security means the product, when used in the 

normal Internet environment, will participate in 

DDoS and other attacks and will cause harm 

to others, possibly causing deaths.

• Liability and rising insurance premiums will 

force vendors to implement a reasonable level 

of security.

• The minimum reasonable level may be 

regulatory or industry-driven.
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Disclaimer: I am not a lawyer. This is not legal advise.



BIGGEST SECURITY PROBLEMS ON THE INTERNET

• Credential stealing: phishing, key loggers, CIA attack tools, RF interference, 

breaking SSL (fraudulent certs by government, weak ciphers), crypto 

backdoor access, decrypting passwords, brute-forcing passwords, 

obtaining/guessing answers to security questions

• Vulnerabilities in external data facing software (firmware, OS, protocol stacks, 

web, mail, PDFs, Word/PowerPoint/Excel docs, images, video, fonts)

• Bad operational practices: SSH key management, password management, 

private key management, insecure software installs, patch management, 

actively hiding problems from audit
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SUMMARY

• Attackers 1) gather intelligence 2) penetrate 3) expand 4) execute mission.

• Credential theft is biggest security problem: often done en masse as 

intelligence gathering and used to penetrate, or used to expand.

• IoT needs a minimum acceptable security practice and security may be driven 

by liability.

• Security needs to be engineered into external data facing software – safe 

programming languages and practices.

• We must build better dams, rather than trying to fix every leak.

• Sometimes the offensive side of cyberwarfare will try to keep things insecure.
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Tatu Ylonen, 781 472 0039

ylo @ ssh.com, Twitter @tjssh

PLEASE CONTACT US TO SOLVE YOUR CYBERSECURITY
NEEDS.

www.ssh.com


